Abstract. In this work, a computational framework is presented in order to
INTRODUCTION
The main objective of the present work is to demonstrate the advantages of applying appropriate numerical and experimental methodologies in order to identify, update and optimize the model parameters and develop a high fidelity finite element model of both linear and non-linear components, comprising the whole assembly of the examined structure. In this process, many issues are taken into account, related to the development of FE model, the experimental modal analysis procedure and the development of effective computational model updating techniques.
The equations of motion of mechanical systems with complex geometry are first set up, applying classical finite element techniques. As the order of these models increases, the existing numerical and experimental methodologies for a systematic determination of their dynamic response become inefficient to apply. Therefore, there is a need for the development, improvement and application of new suitable methodologies for investigating dynamics of large-scale mechanical models in a systematic and efficient way. Moreover, in order to optimize the FE model of a structure, structural model updating methods [11] , have been proposed in order to reconcile the numerical (FE) model, with experimental data. Structural model parameter estimation based on measured modal data (e.g. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ) are often formulated as weighted least-squares estimation problems in which metrics, measuring the residuals between measured and model predicted modal characteristics, are build up into a single weighted residuals metric formed as a weighted average of the multiple individual metrics using weighting factors. Standard gradient-based optimization techniques are then used to find the optimal values of the structural parameters that minimize the single weighted residuals metric representing an overall measure of fit between measured and model predicted modal characteristics. Due to model error and measurement noise, the results of the optimization are affected by the values assumed for the weighting factors.
In this work, the applicability and effectiveness of the updating methods, coupled with robust, accurate and efficient finite element analysis software are applied on linear and nonlinear components of a whole structure using experimentally identified modal data. The framework was applied in two complex mechanical systems. First examined a lightweight bicycle frame with the nonlinear front suspension component. The second system examined include a two stage gear transmission system. In this work was selected to be presented in detail only the results of the first system. More specifically, a lightweight and geometrically complex bicycle frame as well as the suspension-fork subassembly of a real bicycle are examined, comprising the linear and nonlinear subsystems of the whole bike assembly. Furthermore, the suspension-fork subassembly is consisted of two linear parts (upper and lower fork part) connected with two springs and two seals which impose strong nonlinearity in the system. Issues related to estimating unidentifiable solutions [12] [13] [14] [15] arising in FE model updating formulations are also addressed. A systematic study is carried out to demonstrate the effect of model error, finite element model parameterization, number of measured modes and number of mode shape components on the optimal models and their variability. It is demonstrated that the updated finite element models obtained using measured modal data may vary considerably.
The organization of this paper is as follows. First in the first section, the theoretical formulation of finite element model updating based on modal characteristics and frequency response functions is briefly presented. In the second section, the experimental device is introduced. First, a quick presentation of the digitization of the bicycle components leading to the final parametric CAD model is shown with the corresponding detailed FE models. Next presented the experimental modal analysis procedure followed in order to identify the modal characteristics and the FRF's. Finally, the parametric studies on updating the linear and nonlinear FE models of the bicycle components, with the predictions of frequency response functions and time histories, based on the optimal models, are presented in the fourth section. Conclusions are summarized in the fifth section. be the set of free structural model parameters to be identified using the measured modal data. The objective in a modal-based structural identification methodology is to estimate the values of the parameter set  so that the modal data 
FINITE ELEMENT MODEL UPDATING METHODS

Modal Residuals
be the measures of fit or residuals [16] between the measured modal data and the model predicted modal data for the r -th modal frequency and mode shape components, respectively, where experimentally identified and estimated mode shapes for the r -th mode. Alternative measures of fit can easily be used and found in literature [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
Response Residuals
Derived from the MAC for any measured frequency point, k  a global correlation coefficient may be used [17, 24] :
where    is unable to detect scaling errors and is only sensitive to discrepancies in the overall deflection shape of the structure. To emphasis this characteristic,
 is accordingly called the shape correlation coefficient [24] . The lack of sensitivity to scaling of the shape correlation coefficient does not allow the identification of identical FRFs. This insufficiency becomes even more dramatic if just one measurement and its corresponding prediction are correlated. In this case, the column vectors reduce to scalars and
is always satisfied (constant k may be complex), therefore leading to 
where the response vectors are identical to those used for () sk x  . As for the shape correlation coefficient, () ak x  is defined to lie between zero and unity. This time, however, the correlation measure is more stringent and only becomes unity if
That is to say, all elements of the response vectors must be identical in both phase and amplitude even if only one measurement is considered. Similarly to modal residuals, two measures of fit are proposed using 
Weighting Residuals Method
Minimizing at global minimum the following single objective, traditionally solves the parameter estimation problem: 
EXPERIMENTAL APPLICATION
The model updating methodologies are applied in order to update the FE model of a real bicycle. The bicycle consisted of the main frame, which presented in Figure 1 and is made of aluminum and from the front suspension which also consisted of two main parts which are presented respectively in Figures 3 and 4 . The lower part of the fork, has the same material properties with the bicycle frame, while the upper fork part, consisted of steel tubes which are connected with a solid aluminum part. The thicknesses of the cross sections of the main frame as long as the lower part of the fork can vary along their length.
Digitization and FE Models
First, using a 3D Laser Scanner in order to collect, process and design the CAD model. Next, the geometry of the bicycle frame is discretized mainly by shell elements (triangular) and solid elements (tetrahedral). The total number of DOFs was 1,000,000. Similarly, the upper part of the fork was modeled with shell (triangular and quadrilateral) and solid (tetrahedral) elements resulting to 125,000 DOFs and the lower part of the fork was modeled only with solid (tetrahedral) elements resulting to 205,000 DOFs. The detailed FE models are presented in Figures 2, 3 and 4. For the development and solution of the finite element models appropriate software was used [25, 26] . 
Experimental Modal Analysis
After developing the nominal finite element models, an experimental modal analysis of the frame and fork parts, was performed to quantify its dynamic characteristics. The frame and fork parts were hung up using a crane and straps, to approximate free-free boundary conditions for the test. First, all the necessary elements of the FRF matrix required for determining the response of the substructures were determined by imposing impulsive loading [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The measured frequency range was 0-2048 Hz, which includes the analytical frequency range of interest for the frame, 0-600 Hz, as well as for the fork parts, 0-500 Hz. An initial investigation indicated eleven natural frequencies for the frame and four for the fork parts, in this frequency range. A schematic illustration of the experimental arrangement is presented in Figure 5 . In these figures, the locations and directions of acceleration measurements are presented, applying an impulsive load in all directions and at several locations. Based on the measured FR functions, the natural frequencies and the damping ratios of the substructures were estimated [10, 11, 15] . The identified mode shapes have also been recorded so that they can be used for updating the finite element models. As an outcome of the above two procedures, in the Table 1 summarized the modal analysis results for the main frame, while similar results presented for the fork parts 1 and 2 in the and the third column compares these frequencies with the corresponding frequencies obtained by the experimental data. The errors determined between the nominal FE model and the experimental measurements are not insignificant, indicating that the FE model updating process is necessary.
FINITE ELEMENT MODEL UPDATING
Linear FE model parameterization
The parameterization of the finite element models is introduced in order to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed finite element model updating method. The parameterized models are consisted of thirteen, two and four parts, for the frame, fork part 1 and fork part 2, respectively, as shown in Figure 6 . The first four parts (P1, P2, P3 and P4) of the frame are modeled with solid elements, while the remaining nine parts (P5-P13) are modeled with shell elements. Fork part 1 is modeled with shell and solid elements for P1 and P2 respectively and fork part 2 is modeled solely with solid elements. The thickness of the shell elements, the Young's modulus and the density are used as design variables. Thus, the final numbers of the design parameters are thirty-five (35), five (5) and eight (8) variables for the frame, fork part 1 and part 2 respectively. The FE models of the main frame and the fork parts are updated using the identified modal frequencies and mode shapes shown in Tables 1 and 2 . The identified mode shapes include components at all sensor locations. Additionally, we define as design response the total weight of the model, in order to be taken into consideration during the optimization process.
Linear FE Model Updating Results
The results from the FE model updating method are shown in Tables 3 and 4 
ANALYSIS OF NON-LINEAR SYSTEM
The FE model, of the nonlinear subassembly of the suspension-fork, was created connecting fork part 1 and 2 with two springs simulating the restoring force Figure 8 .
In order to identify the parameters of the subsystem, which exhibit strongly nonlinear characteristics, a series of experimental trials was performed. In the experimental device shown in Figure 9 two electromagnetic devices are used, at the top and at the bottom of the suspension, imposing harmonic excitation with π/2 rad phase difference using 0.2 Hz frequency step for three different forcing levels. which is approximately the resonant frequency of the system, while in Figure 11 depicted the acceleration transmissibility functions of measurement location 2, for the three different forcing levels. A number of models of the restoring and damping forces, say r f and d f , respectively, were tried for modeling the action of the supports and compared with the experimental results. The classic linear dependence of the restoring force on the displacement and of the damping forces on the velocity of the support unit was first assumed. However, critical comparison with the experimental results using the Bayesian model selection framework demonstrated that the outcome was unacceptable in terms of accuracy. Eventually it was found that an acceptable form of the restoring forces is the one where they remain virtually in a linear relation with the extension of the spring, namely
while the damping force was best approximated by the following formula 
As usual, the linear term in the last expression is related to internal friction at the support, while the nonlinear part is related to the existence and activation of dry friction. More specifically, in the limit 3 0 c  , the second term in the right hand side of Equation (8) represents energy dissipation action corresponding to dry friction. On the other side, in the limit 3 c  this term represents classical viscous action and can actually be absorbed in the first term.
The results for 1 2 3 , , and k c c c are obtained based on the experimental response spectra values for the accelerations of the two suspension components, using the parameters of the updated linear parts (1 and 2) of the suspension fork subassembly and the transmissibility functions of the support system for three different forcing levels. Let be a parameter space, corresponding to the linear and nonlinear coefficients of the restoring and damping forces respectively. Similarly to the linear model, the objective is to estimate the values of the parameter set  so that the analytical response spectra values, namely the transmissibility functions match the experimentally obtained functions estimated in S . In Figure 12 , presented a comparison in two measured locations, between the numerical nonlinear FE model (red line), with the experimental measurements (black line), in harmonic excitation with forcing frequency of 6Hz   . More specifically, the nonlinear FE model with the estimated values of the stiffness and damping properties, was solved with nonlinear transient response analysis. The blue line was derived using the equivalent theoretical linear model and is presented also for comparison purposes.
From these results, it arises that the estimation of the values of the parameters is very close to the real values, since the theoretical nonlinear model is very close to those of the experimental results.
Finally, in order to test the reliability of the applied methodology, we examine the full bicycle model (Fork and frame). More specifically, with the use of two electrodynamic shakers imposing base excitation at the wheels locations and measuring the dynamic response in several locations in the frame and suspension substructures in the three directions.
An illustration of the fixed-free arrangement of the bike on the shakers with acceleration measurement locations is presented in Figure 14 , while in Figure 13 the finite element model of the whole bike assembly is shown. The measured acceleration time histories in the three directions in the locations 1 and 2, were imported as base excitation in the finite element model of the system. In Figure 15 , presented a comparison in three measured locations in the vertical direction, between the numerical nonlinear FE model (red line), with the experimental measurements (black line), in harmonic excitation with forcing frequency of 6Hz   . The blue line was derived using the equivalent theoretical linear model and is presented again for comparison purposes.
From these results, it arises that the full bicycle theoretical nonlinear FE model is very close to those of the experimental results.
Also, in Figure 16 , is shown an indicative point of time, of the dynamic response of the full nonlinear system. 
SUMMARY
A computational framework is presented in order to estimate the optimal values of the linear and nonlinear components of large scale dynamical systems using vibration measurements. An extensible framework for Bayesian Uncertainty Quantification and Propagation of complex and computationally demanding physical models, was connected in an efficient way with a numerical code leading to an automated determination of dynamic response of linear and nonlinear mechanical systems. Numerical and experimental methodologies were applied in order to identify the model parameters and develop a high fidelity finite element model of the structure examined. The applicability and effectiveness of the methods applied, is explored by updating finite element model of a lightweight and geometrically complex bicycle assembly, using experimentally identified modal data. Direct comparison of the numerical and experimental data verified the reliability and accuracy of the methodology applied.
